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sybil sylvester, floral
designer/event planner,
has a way with flowers,
people and wayward
wysteria vine
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THIS PAGE: Peonies, marigolds, dahlias, roses, hydrangeas, scabiosa 
pods, and leaves of the season—all in an heirloom Revere bowl.

OPPOSITE PAGE CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT: Cross on pine tree with spray of 
bittersweet, celosia, zinnia, hydrangea, dahlias and roses. • Commemorative fans 

attached to tongue depressors share a spot with artichokes. • Here comes the 
bride. • Bride’s bouquet—white mini calla lilies with galax leaf collar, stephanotis 

blossoms woven into evergreen clematis vine. • Intimate moment at the dogpens. 
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In the Beginning
WHEN NED MCWILLIAMS ASKED ELIZABETH SHAW, his girlfriend of just over a year, to go for a hike
a few days after Christmas the last thing Elizabeth had on her mind was a proposal.

“I was behind him, laughing, and teasing him about how he’d never propose,” Elizabeth says.
But Ned was about to prove her wrong. In the midst of her good-natured ribbing, Ned

turned around, dropped to one knee, and took out his grandmother’s diamond ring that he
had carefully packed for their outing.

Elizabeth was overjoyed, accepted, and gave Ned a smooch.
Elizabeth, a Sewanee graduate with a deep interest in literature and theology who also loves

traveling and Widespread Panic, met Ned, a Pensacola native studying law at Cumberland, in
the fall of 2003. Ned was thrilled to have met the “hippie debutante” he always dreamed of,
and Elizabeth appreciated Ned’s drive to succeed coupled with his own extensive knowledge of
music and ecology.

Of course, when it came time to plan their wedding, Ned and Elizabeth wanted an event
that was as much a reflection of the blending of their different lives and personalities as their
relationship was.

The Preparations
After informing the requisite family and friends, Elizabeth turned to Sybil Sylvester, owner

of the prestigious Wildflower Designs in downtown Birmingham.
“I was thrilled,” Sybil says. Although Sybil is not always the coordinator of a wedding, she

is happiest when she can fulfill the roles of both florist and planner. “I’m a control freak who’s
very interested in detail.” She confesses. “ If I can coordinate a wedding, I’m happy.”

When it came to choosing a venue, it seemed only fittin’ that Elizabeth go back to the great
outdoors. At first, she thought about getting married in a park on Highland Avenue before a
procession to Bottega Restaurant for the reception. Ned’s family lakehouse was also considered,
but Elizabeth couldn’t get away from the idea of getting married at Brierfield, the family farm
that already brought to mind warm memories of family Thanksgivings, quality time spent with
her father, and even the “occasional” clandestine high school party.

She may have been seeing the farm through the rose colored glasses of nostalgia, however...
“I was pretty shocked.” Sybil shared, “The place was a mess. The barn, though in posses-

sion of “good bones”, was filled with junk, literally; old riding stuff, bird dog kennels, moldy
hay, and even an old sail boat (minus the sails, of course)—and as we approached the back side
of the barn where the food would be prepared, I caught a whiff of manure—I said, to myself,
‘this is going to be tough’.”

Sybil was daunted, but not overwhelmed. She did, however, want to make sure her clients
knew how big of an undertaking this would be. “No problem,” Gates Shaw, father of the
bride, retorted.

In the end, the plan was to clear out the barn, tear down the stalls, grade the dirt floor and
spread what’s know as “fines” (a fine gravel, almost dirtlike, good for tamping down the dust and

providing smooth, level surface—especially good for dancin’.)
Then, the area around the wedding site, a knarly, weedy

wooded area between the barn and a 3 acre pond, had to be
completely cleared (mown, “rounded up”, and de-pineconed).
We planted sunflowers along the front of the barn, at just the

right time, spaced perfectly, and tended them lovingly. Then along came a tornado and we had
to go to potted sunflowers, placed strategically in some high grass, to produce the effect of sun-
flowers that had grown there... “I think the guests were fooled,”giggles Sybil.

Setting the Stage
They wanted a formal wedding, but also a comfortable environment that reflected the feel of
being down on the family farm with close friends.

Since the wedding was planned for October, Elizabeth and Ned definitely wanted to
incorporate the feel of the season into their wedding, but they didn’t want to overdo it. “They
didn’t want a ‘Halloween’ look,” Sybil says. “It was more about the abundance, the bounty of
fall—the harvest.”

To capture the essence of autumn without giving Brierfield the look of a children’s carnival,
Sybil used orange and red tones, while allowing a sage green to be the backdrop for the wedding’s
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CLOCKWISE FROM ABOVE: 
Harvest table with 

heirloom vases with 
wedding flower assortment. •

Father of bride—bringing in 
the sheaves. • Bridesmaid’s 
bouquets—European hand-

tieds recapitulating the 
colors of the day, collared in 
galax. • Climbing flowers—

sunflowers, hydrangeas, 
dahlias, bittersweet, celosia, 
and fall greenery—all woven 

into bittersweet and 
grapevine.



WEDDING SITE: The wind picked up,
the ribbons danced—couple in front
of kneeler imported from St. Mary’s

on the Highlands, and a balustrade
imported from Charleston.

Pew markers—sprays of dahlias,
hydrangea and montbretia, 

and native grasses.
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floral canvas. “The flowers were the color. The tablecloths were meant to blend in,” Sybil says. To
the same end, apples and pears were added to the centerpieces and decorations as the produce of
choice rather than a more traditional pumpkin. Gourds were piled in apple baskets and rustic iron
baskets, beneath the central floral arrangement at the entrance of the barn.

To add another layer of family history to the event, Sybil gathered containers from
Elizabeth’s aunts and her father. All the vases on the tables in the barn were heirlooms—either
silver, pewter, or ceramic—an interesting blend of materials, which contributed to the eclectic
feel of the evening.

The Wedding
On October 8, Sybil took four carloads of people—about 25 helpers, out to Brierfield to set up.
One of these teams focused on the old John Deere tractor at the entrance of the farm. A bas-

ket full of dahlias, sunflowers, hydrangeas, and grasses perched on the tractor welcomed guests
as they entered the gate.

A second team addressed the wedding ceremony site—the area around the pond. First, an
aisle was created out of hay. It was dotted with small Oriental rugs. The father of the bride fash-
ioned a cross from two pieces of wood from the torn down stalls, and hung it on the pine tree
where the couple was to be wed. Pew markers of loosely gathered flowers and grasses marked the
family seats. Then, brightly colored Midori ribbons streamed from the branches of a dogwood
tree on the edge of the sight.

The largest team tackled the barn.
Chandeliers of varying sizes, styles, and color, were hung in a staggered fashion from the

rafters, and the interior perimeter of the barn glowed with hundreds of white votive candles.
Round dining tables dressed in sage colored cloths flanked both sides of the barn, while the

buffet and cake tables were placed in the center. “There was still plenty of room on either side of
the food tables for mixing and mingling,” lows Sybil. “And at the end of the barn, just outside,
was the dance floor and bandstand. We also grouped some primitive, shabby chic type furniture
around the outside of the barn for additional seating and conversation.”

Grape and bittersweet vines climbed the center poles inside, then the poles by the cakes and buf-
fet were adorned with spirals of fruit, flowers, and grapevine. Gates, the f.o.b., even cut a huge old wis-
teria vine, and it’s stump, which he then ratcheted across the face of the barn with chains—“It was
something to behold,” Sybil marvels.

Then, framing and softening the central and side cedar poles at
the entrance, were twelve foot panels of paprika colored burlapy linen.

“All together, it was just the mix of casual and elegant that we
were after.”

Happily Ever After
In fact, Sybil and associates threw such a smashing wedding that
even an uninvited guest couldn’t resist the urge to attend.

“We had a wedding crasher,” Sybil remembers, laughing. “She
even got up on the stage and sang with the band.” Even though
eventually, the sheriff had to escort this particular guest (who
turned out to be a local making her way all across the county that
night) off the premises, the bride was delighted to have a crasher.
She wanted everyone to share in her joy.

Sybil loved implementing the couple’s vision…turning a “run
down” looking farm into an enchanting, festive, magical venue for
the celebration of a lifetime.

“It was a real reflection of Elizabeth and Ned. It was a beauti-
ful wedding, a beautiful night—so happy.”

For the couple, having the wedding come together in the way
that it did also showed them the strength of their relationship and
the depth of their feelings for one another.

“I think the entire wedding process is amazing because you
really get to know each other in a whole new way,” shares
Elizabeth. “You make decisions; you compromise. It was a fun
and intense process that really showed us who the other person
was in a way we might not have seen before.”

Sybil just smiles…✽
CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT: John Deere tractor welcomes wedding
guests. • The groom and his men. • Centerpiece at entrance to the 
barn–grasses, sunflowers, dahlias, okra pods in birch cylinder from 
the Adirondacks. • Bride’s paternal grandmother’s sterling teapot as 
vase. • Interior of barn. Guests mingling before dinner is served. •
Another heirloom–1989 Jeep Grand Wagoneer festooned with flowers.


